
Desert Arrow Order of Battle 

 

The purpose of this document is to outline the overall objectives and define the progress of the 

campaign to achieve the overall objective. As always, the first objective is to always control the enemy’s 

airspace. Since there are numerous surface to air sites in conjunction with enemy air threats the CAP 

(Combat Air Patrol) should assume the primary role of protecting the strikers until enough airspace is 

gained or enough CAP is available to maintain constant patrols over the aera of operations (AO). 

There are ## main objectives to complete this campaign and one additional mission to weaken the 

enemy’s air defenses. The missions should be flow in a particular order to allow you to achieve the 

objectives with minimal effort. You can deviate but keep in mind that you may end up encountering 

additional defenses.  The mission brief accounts for the previous mission(s) being accomplished.  

 

Kuweries Migs  Tabqa Boats  SAA 312 &171  

Taftanaz Helos  Ayyash Factory  Hulbah Chem  

Aziz Bunkers  Chem Shelters  EWR Center  

MRB  Huwaysis Depot  Shami Factory  

  DEAD  Damascus Cargo  

Table 1: Mission List 

The missions as listed above should be completed from top to bottom left to right. As stated previously 

you can fly certain missions out of order but the mission brief may or may not reflect the threats and 

routes needed to accomplish the mission. 

For each mission there is a mission brief that will be comprised of the following:  

-General Mission briefing page to describe the mission objective.   

 



-Threat Information to provide you with known threats and their last known location. Keep in mind that 

certain mobile SAMS/AAA may move under their own power so they may not be exactly at the location 

listed in the brief. In addition certain fixed sights may or may not be active. 

 

-Target Information, here you will find image overview and specific target information to complete the 

objective. PLEASE NOTE due to variances in latitude and longitude between different weapon systems 

these unfortunately will not always be accurate for beyond line of sight targeting. This is a limitation of 

the game. There may also be minor errors since this is the first versions. You will also notice slight 

variances in how target information is provided in the brief. This is meant to mimic real world briefs in 

sometimes you get enough, or too much, even worse too little.    

 

 



-The last page is the route briefing to give the strikers a primary route to fly that minimizes exposure to 

known ground threats, list supporting assets (tankers) and to allow both Naval aircraft from CVN and Air 

Force aircraft to complete the task together. This is very simplified to only have three waypoints with an 

ingress, join up, strike concept. In the end you can plug in the target objective and go but you may end 

up encountering more ground threats than you expected.  

 

This only gets better if we get feedback so get on discord and send me a message with ideas and or 

corrections. The next versions we will look at mission kneeboards and CAP specific missions as well.  

Happy Hunting! 

-Timber 

 

 

 

 


